J E N

P L A N C K

This experience will broaden
your perspective of
opportunities to grow a
sustainable income and the lifestyle of your dreams. Jen dives deep into
the four key areas that are proven to grow a salon/ spa business at an
accelerated level. Get into the Impact Zones with Jen and CHANGE YOUR
LIFE!
-Create immediate record breaking
-New behaviors that change lives and bottom lines
-Ready for a business break through? This is for you!

Impact Zones

Cross pollination culture is
created and sustained by
implementing daily habits and
tools that bring individuals together as a team. This experience is
exceptional for multi department salon/spas and salon suites. Providing
salon teams with the mindset, perspective and behaviors of championship
salon teams, and how to turn a "me", "my", "I" culture into a "us, "our",
"we" championship salon team.
- Tools to drive TEAM behavior
-Leading collaborative creativity
-High performance practices that create sustainable salon teams

Cross Pollination

This experience was created
for leaders! Packed full of
inspiration,systems, tools,
and team building exercises, this is is must see for owners, managers and
peer leaders! Being a leader is one of the most challenging and rewarding
positions in our industry. Join Jen, as this in the trenches mentor, shares
the highs and the grows of salon leadership.
-Salon meeting makeover
-Growing through culture shifts and changes
-Breaking down salon camps and close generation gaps

Mentors F.K.A Mangers

There is no "booth" about it! The
Salon Suite business is here to
stay! This modern category in
in beauty business is proving to be the perfect fit for a rapidly growing
number of beauty professionals today. Owners of Lux Lab Salon Suite/ The
A.R.T Team, Jen Planck and Lacey Griffiths , share their top 10
breakthroughs to their salon suite success. This is an exceptional
experience for independent stylists, salon suite owners, or anyone
wondering, "Is living the suite life fore me?"
-The "Must Haves" and mishaps of opening your own salon suite
-Creating and maintaining a sustainable salon suite buisiness
-Retail, marketing and mentors for salon suite success

Living the Suite Life...Big Business
for Small Spaces

Hairy Situations Vol II
The Highs and the Grows

As a beauty professional we
spend our entire career in a
constant state of navigation.

Breakdowns become breakthroughs, clients become life lessons, salon
teams become family and in the midst of the beautiful chaos, we discover
our life purpose. The professional beauty industry is a collaboration of
life, artists and experiences that is like nothing else in this world. Join
Jen, in her most sought after experience, as this tiny spark continues to
ignite laughter, love and passion into the hearts and lives of others. This
powerful experience can and will CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
-Remember/redefine your purpose
-Turn your breakdowns into breakthroughs
-Stop going through your life and start GROWING through your life

www.JenPlanck.com
Reserve an Experience with Jen contact
Paul Command
DPCommand@gmail.com

